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INTRODUCTION



Gait analysis

 Neuropathology:  Step time (Left vs

Right) or step length (Left vs Right)

 Orthopaedic lower limbs:  Weight-bearing

 Elderly: Cadence, walking velocity,...



How disability affect to some gait 

parameters



Specific tools

GAITRite System

MVN BIOMECH Awinda

Optotrak Certus



Force sensors on i-Walker

 3 force components

in handlebar

 Encoders in both

wheels

 Tilt sensor and 2 

forces sensor for

normal force

 2D laser



Force sensors on a rollator

 Disadvantages:

◦ Low accuracy

◦ It can not measures gait kinematic, only
spatiotemporal gait parameters.

 Advantages:

◦ Assistive device for rehabilitation process.

◦ Minimal configuration changes.

◦ Can be used in everyday conditions and for a 
long term monitoring.



METHODOLOGY



When users initiates heel contact…

Input sensors for user 8



Peaks in difference between forces



Estimation of gait parameters



Testing our algorithm

 9 volunteers: 6 women and 3 men

 They had a variety of cognitive and/or physical 
disabilities

 Users are in average 68 years old (range 45-86 
years)

 10 meter test



Result



Results validated by medical staff



CONCLUSION AND 
FUTURE WORK



Conclusions

 It has been validated with a number of 
volunteers presenting a variety of disabilities. 

 The gait parameters evolve according to 
reported clinical studies and is coherent with 
the reported users’ diagnosis

 Unlike more complex methods, it does not 
provide enough information for detailed gait
analysis (e.g. kinematic analysis of joint 
rotations). 

 It requires the user to lean on both handlebars



Future work

 Normalization of the obtained data

 To increase the number of volunteers

(currently we have 25)

 To reduce the margin of error in heel

contact detection



The end

Thank you for your attention


